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Age Of Aetherius
Yeah, reviewing a book age of aetherius could go to your close links listings. This
is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, execution does
not suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as arrangement even more than
supplementary will provide each success. adjacent to, the pronouncement as
without difficulty as keenness of this age of aetherius can be taken as competently
as picked to act.
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With truth an increasingly diminished currency in the digital age, it’s important to
anatomise ... Nixon references the Aetherius Society, a British religion based
around UFOs set up by a ...

Dr. King was undoubtedly the greatest medium of the last century. His contacts
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with other worlds are unrivaled. This book goes beyond the Transmissions of the
Masters into the multitudinous ways in which They are helping humanity at this
crossroads in our evolution. It also describes how we can all cooperate with an
amazing Cosmic Plan for the salvation and enlightenment of humanity.
Cosmic Voice Volume No. 4 contains articles from Issues Nos. 15-18 of Cosmic
Voice published by The Aetherius Society in 1958. This volume of Cosmic Voice has
many outstanding Transmissions. “Appeal To World Citizens” alone contains
profound truths. In this transmission The Master Aetherius states that “Salvation is
a reward for service”. Today it is actions for others that counts, not divorcing
oneself from humanity. Mary King, the mother of Dr. George King, was a highly
spiritual person and had several close encounters with visitors from other planets
in our Solar System. This volume describes some of her first encounters. There are
many Cosmic Transmissions and articles in Cosmic Voice Volume No. 4, including:
Spacecraft Lands In North Devonshire, The Visitor From Venus, Communism Will Be
Overthrown, The Russian Atomic Accident, We Bring No New Magic, Meditation For
This Age, Appeal To The Women—Part 1 and Part 2, Jesus – The Peace Bringer,
Appeal to the World Citizens and others. The Cosmic Voices published by The
Aetherius Society from 1955 up to 1962 represent in many ways the foundation of
the teachings of The Aetherius Society. Together with The Twelve Blessings
delivered in 1958 and The Nine Freedoms given in 1961 these teachings contain
profound wisdom and revelations given in a straightforward simple way for anyone
to understand and act upon to bring about greater peace and spiritual
enlightenment on our world. These teachings do not contradict the ancient wisdom
but present the truths in a more modern way to help us build a world of greater
spiritual unity and brotherhood where all people work together for the common
good.
This is a comprehensive account of the religious dimensions of the UFO/flying
saucer experience.
This intriguing collection of essays presents reflections upon the birth, proliferation,
enduring appeal, and future of UFO mythology. Highly respected authors and
researchers, representing the varied and sometimes competing perspectives of
ufology and the sociology of religion, provide a fascinating and instructive voyage
into the exotic social worlds of UFOs, abductees, and contactees. Reports of aliens
and the changing nature of abduction experience, especially in the sexual
dimension are explored in relation to literature, culture, and ideology. The
influence of abduction therapy and support groups is considered, as are new
religious movements (NRMs) within the UFO community. The book offers rich
insights into psychology, human behavior, and religion, melding issues of race,
politics, and gender. Finally, it evaluates the existing dynamic of UFOS in the age
of the Information Super Highway and ever-increasing globalization. Alien Worlds
will enlighten anyone wanting to understand what and how the academic world
thinks about UFOs, UFO groups, and UFO phenomena.
Almost two thousand years after His resurrection, the Master Jesus returned in
1958 to give His most profound Teachings to the world in the form of The Twelve
Blessings. This deeply mystical text is made up of twelve consecutive
Transmissions delivered through the advanced mediumship of Yoga Master, Dr.
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George King. Together, they constitute a New Age Bible, giving to humanity an
awe-inspiring perspective of the cosmos around us. Through their study you will
gain a deeper, Spiritual appreciation of the oneness of all Creation. Through their
practice, you can experience this profound sensation as well as send streams of
vibrant Spiritual energy out to the world and beyond. The love you invoke in this
wonderful practice will open your higher chakras, giving you the insight and
inspiration to gain ever greater enlightenment.
The spectre of the UFO, as popularized by shows such as The X-Files, has brought
an astonishing slant to the face of modern religious practice. But what motivates
the fantastical and sometimes sinister beliefs of UFO worshippers? UFO Religions
critically examines some of the fascinating issues surrounding UFO worship abduction narratives, UFO-based interpretations of other religions, the growth of
pseudo-sciences purporting to explain UFOs, and the responses of the core
scientific community to such claims. Focusing on contemporary global UFO groups
including the Raelian Movement, Heaven's Gate, Unarius and the Ansaaru Allah
Community, it gives a clear profile of modern UFO controversies and beliefs.
The Handbook of UFO Religions, edited by scholar of new religions Benjamin E.
Zeller, offers the most expansive and detailed study of the persistent, popular, and
global phenomenon of religious engagements with ideas about extraterrestrial life.
Cosmic Voice Volume No. 5 contains articles from Issues Nos. 19-22 of Cosmic
Voice published by The Aetherius Society in 1959-1960. In this volume you will
read about two fascinating accounts by Mary King, mother of Dr. George King. In
September 1958 Mary King was informed of a rendezvous to occur with an
extraterrestrial spacecraft in a few days. The place appointed was only a hundred
yards from her house. She was shown around inside the spacecraft and informed
of its operation. Later in January 1959 she was taken up in a spacecraft and met
The Master Jesus who Blessed a copy of The Twelve Blessings she had brought
along. She was also shown many things about the operation of the spacecraft. Also
contained in this volume are articles about Operation Starlight, which was started
in England and later extended to America and other countries. Another important
article in this volume is “The Lord’s Declaration,” a prophecy regarding the coming
of the Next Master, who at some time will come and lead those who are ready into
the prophesized millennium of peace and enlightenment. There are many Cosmic
Transmissions and articles in Cosmic Voice Volume No. 5, including: Martian
Spacecraft Lands In Devon, Operation Starlight, The Lord’s Declaration, Jesus
Comes Again, Jesus Blesses His Bible, What Is Death?, First Transmission In U.S.A.,
Fight Ye The Evil and others. The Cosmic Voices published by The Aetherius
Society from 1955 up to 1962 represent in many ways the foundation of the
teachings of The Aetherius Society. Together with The Twelve Blessings delivered
in 1958 and The Nine Freedoms given in 1961 these teachings contain profound
wisdom and revelations given in a straightforward simple way for anyone to
understand and act upon to bring about greater peace and spiritual enlightenment
on our world. These teachings do not contradict the ancient wisdom but present
the truths in a more modern way to help us build a world of greater spiritual unity
and brotherhood where all people work together for the common good.
This includes Cosmic Transmissions given by The Master Aetherius and The Master
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Jesus through the mediumship of Dr. George King. These Transmissions are about
the prophesied New Age of peace and enlightenment. We are told by these wise
and ancient Cosmic Masters that a glorious New Age will only happen if we’re
prepared to work hard enough to make it so. Also included in this book is a
beautiful prayer for spiritual strength that will help us, and enable us to be of
greater service to our world.
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